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3-RGB Fan Set | Tornado

In this case you can trust!

•

RGB SYNC Technologies: ASUS/AsRock/Gigabyte/MSI

•

Advanced cooling with high-velocity airflow

•

Special fan blades designed for maximum airflow and
uniform illumination

•

Ultimate illuminations with 16.8 M colors

The new CF-3012-RGB 3-RGB fan set (Tornado) with a multi-functional control board
and an RF remote control easily fulfills and surpasses all lighting expectations of a gamer.
Thanks to the included multi-functional controller board, the RGB lighting can be controlled
either via mainboard +5V LED header or completely independently, without motherboard
by switching with corresponding + 5V LED headers. Each fan is equipped with 16 addressable LEDs and allows an almost infinite RGB effect variety
which cannot be realised by a simple and conventional +12V RGB lighting.
In addition, each fan is furnished with shock-absorbing and anti-vibration rubbers and designed with special shaped fan blades which guarantee a
whisper quiet operation. The white fan blades ensure a uniform illumination. All conventional +5V addressable RGB motherboard technologies
such as ASUSTM AURA, ASRockTM RGB Sync, MSITM Mystic Light Sync and GigabyteTM RGB FUSION are supported.
The multifunctional hub can be connected to a +5V adressable RGB header. It offers 6x 6PIN fan connectors and 2x 3PIN +5V RGB connectors for
other peripherals like LED strips or similar. The color modes and fan speed can also be controlled directly via the function buttons on the controller
board which is of course compatible with all CHIEFTEC RGB fans.

Technical data
Model

CF-3012-RGB

EAN Code

0753263075963

Dimension

120 x 120 x 25mm (each)

Weight (without/with package)

765g / 795g

Start-up Voltage

+5V

Operating Voltage

DC +7V ~ DC +12V

Rating Voltage

DC +12V

Power Connector

6PIN

Rated Current

0.65A Max

Fan Speed

1200 RPM (adjustable via remote control: 60% / 75% / 100%)

Air Flow

53 CFM

Noise Level

16 dBA

LED Colors

16.8 Million colors

Lightning mode

20x dynamic modes / 9x static modes

Scope of delivery

3x 120mm RGB +5V LED addressable fans, 1x Control System Hub (1x +5V addressable M/B connector,
6x 6PIN fan connectors, 2x +5V LED stripe connectors), 1x Remote Control, 1x +5V addressable RGB
M/B sync cable,1x SATA power cable, 12x Mounting screws

RGB Sync Compatibilities

Support and sync the lighting with: ASUS™ AURA SYNC, MSI™ MYSTIC LIGHT SYNC,
ASROCK™ POLYCHROME SYNC, GIGABYTE™ RGB FUSION

* The listed specifications may be altered at any point in time without any pre-notice.
** CHIEFTEC® is a registered trade mark. All other brands and/or logos are property of the respective owners.
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